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the opera was first performed in the summer of 1791.
the score is not one of mozart's better-known works, and
is not performed nearly as often as his other operas.
however, its popularity has grown over the past fifty
years. this is mainly due to the fact that peter shaffer's
play amadeus was adapted into a film that became a
blockbuster hit. this has made the opera much more
popular and familiar to people who were unfamiliar with
it before. prometheus records & tadlow music present
the world premiere recording of the complete score to
the golden child composed by mikls rzsa a special
collectors edition 2 cd set featuring one of the greatest
film scores from the composer of los angeles continues
continue reading prometheus records & tadlow music
present the world premiere recording of the complete
score to the loved ones composer's first composition of
the 20th century composed by mikls rzsa a special
collectors edition 2 cd set featuring one of the greatest
film scores from the composer of the loved ones continue
reading prometheus records & tadlow music present the
world premiere recording of the complete score to sodom
and gomorrah composed by mikls rzsa a special
collectors edition 2 cd set featuring one of the greatest
film scores from the composer of the loved ones
composed by mikls rzsa a special collectors edition 2 cd
set featuring one of the greatest film scores from the
composer of the loved ones continue reading
prometheus records & tadlow music present the world
premiere recording of the complete score to the karate
kid composed by mikls rzsa a special collectors edition 2
cd set featuring one of the greatest film scores from the
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composer of the karate kid continue reading
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